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OOD THINGS come to those who keep

trying. The late, late victory of Royal

Patronage in last month’s Royal Lodge

Stakes at Newmarket was a metaphor for

his trainer’s approach – and the

unmistakable sign of a highly competitive

horse. 

Royal Patronage, owned by Highclere Racing, had cut out

the early running for Newmarket’s Group 2 contest for two-

year-olds. In this mode, he was trying to repeat a ready win

in the Group 3 Tattersalls Acomb Stakes at York on his

previous start. Nothing had been good enough to head him

on that occasion, but Coroebus was a different proposition

here and quickened ahead.

Coroebus traded as short as 100-1 on with betting exchange

punters, and it looked as if Royal Patronage would have to

settle for a minor berth. But the Johnston runner changed his

legs once before the furlong pole and again as he started to

make inroads inside it, and it was clear he had plenty left. He

cut down the idling winner only 10 yards from the line, giving

the impression he was just getting going. 

In these circumstances, it is always tempting to think the

runner-up should have won. His effort could have been

delayed, they say; perhaps next time he will know more and

not lose concentration. But, wait a minute; the Johnston camp

have learned more about Royal Patronage too. 

We don’t need to go back very far in history for a

precedent. Last year’s Acomb Stakes winner Gear Up was

also sent on from York to Newmarket. Just like Royal

Patronage, he was outpaced from the three-furlong pole down

to the one. Now, he wasn’t such an impressive winner of the

Acomb and he could finish only fourth in the Royal Lodge,

but the Johnston Racing team knew what they had and how

to get the best from him and he went on to win the Group 1

Criterium de Saint-Cloud.

T the same stage, Royal Patronage is a better horse

than Gear Up. And he is bred to make a lot of

progress from two to three – judged by the dam’s

side of his pedigree. He comes from an Aga Khan family and

his dam is by the Arc winner Dalakhani out of a mare by the

Derby winner Kahyasi.

Royal Patronage is a galloper who surely wasn’t even seen

to best effect at Newmarket. If you look at his sectionals at

Newmarket, they are very interesting. He ran the last three

furlongs in 36.03sec which was 102.06% of his race-speed;

in other words, he is a galloper who races within himself,

because, when urged, he can run the last part of the race as

fast as the middle section. And he is surely a stronger stayer

than the runner-up – as his pedigree suggests.

The stable have sent out three previous winners of the

Group 2 Royal Lodge. The story of 1993 winner Mister

Baileys needs no recapitulation, but 2008 hero Jukebox Jury

is worth concentrating on. He turned out to be a seriously

good horse, winning a German Group 1 and the Group 1 Irish

St. Leger among other prizes. And the son of Montjeu is now

a decent stallion too, getting the Group 1 Prix du Cadran

winner Princess Zoe. The yard’s other Royal Lodge winner

was Steeler in 2012 who left the yard after finishing third to

Kingsbarns in the Group 1 Racing Post Trophy.

T is tempting to think of what might be to come with

Coroebus, but Royal Patronage has got some future

himself. Last year, I was not convinced that Gear Up

would thrive over longer distances. I would be staggered if

Royal Patronage did not.

NE AFTERNOON, I watched every shot played by

Ernie Els at Wentworth. The great South African

golfer was never in trouble, never broke stride as he

walked round and barely made a shot that looked remarkable

in any way. He shot 68.

It is often a hallmark of expertise that difficult is made to

look easy. This kind of feat can be described as ‘routinely

brilliant’, and you won’t find a better example of this phrase

than another double-century of domestic winners trained by

Mark Johnston, a landmark likely to be achieved in the first

days of October. September ended, tantalisingly, on 199.

I can only marvel at the sheer skill, commitment, effort and

care that it takes to send out 200 winners for the tenth time in

the last 13 seasons. What I do know is what it is like to watch

every one, for, thanks to the access provided by two racing

channels and replays in other cases, I haven’t missed a runner

sent out by the yard in Britain.

And the finest testament I can pay every single person who

has contributed to the success of the operation in 2021 is this:

just like watching Big Ernie, it hasn’t seemed like the yard

has done anything remarkable by its own standards. 

If saddling 200 winners really was routine however, more
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A better horse, a stro

Going type Wins Runs SR IV
Firm 45 157 28.7 1.79

Good To Firm 678 3947 17.2 1.32
Good 506 3503 14.4 1.23

Good To Soft 192 1655 11.6 0.98
Soft 151 1393 10.8 0.88
Heavy 41 319 12.9 0.93

Johnston Racing 2011-2021: record by official going type
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trainers would do it. I wrote last month about how Johnston

Racing was the closest analogue in horse racing to the

Moneyball movement which has transformed other sports and

even transcended them to some businesses. The secret to

training 200 winners is that there isn’t a secret; only a close

adherence to rationality and an awful lot of aggregated effort

and accumulated expertise.

During the summer months, the flow of winners was

somewhat curtailed by unseasonably soft going. This affected

some of the major Festival meetings, such as Royal Ascot.

N general, soft and heavy going doesn’t suit the yard’s

horses as much as a faster surface, though it is wrong to

say that many Johnston Racing horses don’t act on soft

ground. Why this is the case is disputable. A few years ago, I

did a study which seemed to show that the pedigrees of horses

in the yard were skewed towards stallions which have a good

record on fast ground. There is also the concept that fast

ground allows the stable’s many prominent-racers to carry

their momentum to the finish better. 

The table on the facing page shows the record of Johnston

horses on all types of going for the past 10 years, with 2021

numbers counted up to September 27.

The final column (IV or ‘Impact Value’) proves that the

superior SR (strike rate) exhibited by the yard’s runners on

fast ground is not a function of smaller field sizes. IV is a

smarter cousin of SR because it controls for field size by

expressing wins relative to the number of opponents. The

observed IV of 1.79 on Firm ground in this sample means

that the SR of 28.7% achieved is 1.79 times that of the figure

which random chance should dictate.  

What will have sealed the double-century was the record

total of winners in September. The table at the top of this page

shows details of the best 10 Septembers for domestic winners,

including statistics for 2021 up to the 27th of last month.

This vintage month came after a relatively ordinary period

in July and August which yielded 48 wins from 452 runners

domestically, at a SR of 10.6%. Once again, I have to point

out that this is another excellent example of the myth of

trainer form. 

Hopefully, regular readers can chant with me: the success

of a stable’s runners depends heavily on their individual

characteristics and is not correlated with one

another once these are taken into account. Wins

tend to cluster only because these individual

characteristics (handicap marks, ground

preferences, fitness, juvenile precocity) tend to be

generally shared across the yard. But you don’t

need to invent a magical factor to explain the effect

of these because they are much better inferred from

a horse’s individual record.

Apart from circumstances where testable

disease has afflicted a stable, the concept that a

magical force exists which makes horses in the

same yard run fast at the same time is the same tiresome

momentum notion that we hear for three days of the Ryder

Cup. It only seems that good things and bad things cluster

because we tend to notice that they do. This is a classic case

of the wisdom of the phrase ‘correlation is not causation’.

HEN a bunch of horses from another stable run

badly, the effect on the stable’s fortunes is often

magnified because the trainer himself or herself

loses confidence and reduces their number of runners or stops

altogether. 

Do you want to know just one of the ways you get to 200

winners a year with such ‘routine brilliance’? Stop thinking

you can predict the future or always understand the past. Find

a reason to run, not to hide.

AST MONTH’s Kingsley Klarion had barely hit the

doormats of the nation when my phone pinged with

an incoming text. ‘Oh no, James,’ wrote Dr Jim

Walker, the owner of Subjectivist and several other talented

runners past and present. ‘Adam Smith had no notion of

marginalism – hence his Paradox of Value question –

although a lot of his other work was inspirational. Marginal

theory was born 100 years later with [William Stanley]

Jevons, [Leon] Walras and [Carl] Menger all arriving at the

idea around the same time but separately. Hence was born

Neo-classical economics.’

My blunder came in last month’s article. It was a function of

relying on something I thought I knew as if it were right. I did

not do it on purpose, obviously, but being picked up by Dr Jim

for muddling up economic theory reminds me why I love the

Klarion so much. I don’t want to appear a fool in Dr Jim’s eyes,

but the point is that I am delighted that he reads my column and

takes the time to put me right, and with such class. 

By 

James Willoughby
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onger stayer

Leading Septembers for Johnston Racing since 1988 by number of wins

Year Wins Runs SR Second Third Fourth Total £
2021 35 181 19 16 29 26 £515,585
2012 33 189 17 15 21 21 £466,771
2019 25 151 17 28 21 20 £665,161
2014 25 165 15 18 17 25 £317,747
2013 25 204 12 20 22 25 £245,393
2020 24 196 12 27 28 18 £293,986
2015 23 148 16 12 17 14 £374,556
2005 23 117 20 17 15 8 £276,566
2011 22 169 13 21 23 11 £183,980
2010 22 214 10 17 23 27 £305,871

Revising economic

theory after a slip-up
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